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This book features selected papers from the 11th
Asia-Oceania Symposium on Fire Science and
Technology (AOSFST 2018), held in Taipei, Taiwan.
Covering the entire spectrum of fire safety science, it
focuses on research on fires, explosions,
combustion science, heat transfer, fluid dynamics,
risk analysis and structural engineering, as well as
other topics. Presenting advanced scientific insights,
the book introduces and advances new ideas in all
areas of fire safety science. As such it is a valuable
resource for academic researchers, fire safety
engineers, and regulators of fire, construction and
safety authorities. Further it provides new ideas for
more efficient fire protection.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification
of the general and permanent rules published in the
Federal Register by the executive departments and
agencies of the Federal Government.
Is it impossible to schedule enough time to include
users in your design process? Is it difficult to
incorporate elaborate user-centered design
techniques into your own standard design practices?
Do the resources needed seem overwhelming? This
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handbook introduces Rapid CD, a fast-paced,
adaptive form of Contextual Design. Rapid CD is a
hands-on guide for anyone who needs practical
guidance on how to use the Contextual Design
process and adapt it to tactical projects with tight
timelines and resources. Rapid Contextual Design
provides detailed suggestions on structuring the
project and customer interviews, conducting
interviews, and running interpretation sessions. The
handbook walks you step-by-step through organizing
the data so you can see your key issues, along with
visioning new solutions, storyboarding to work out
the details, and paper prototype interviewing to
iterate the design—all with as little as a two-person
team with only a few weeks to spare! Includes real
project examples with actual customer data that
illustrate how a CD project actually works Covers the
entire scope of a project, from deciding on the
number and type of interviews, to interview set up
and analyzing collected data. Sample project
schedules are also included for a variety of different
types of projects Provides examples of how-to write
affinity notes and affinity labels, build an affinity
diagram, and step-by-step instructions for
consolidating sequence models Shows how to use
consolidated data to define a design within tight time
frames with examples of visions, storyboards, and
paper prototypes Introduces CDToolsTM, the first
application designed to support customer-centered
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design
This book reviews the theoretical fundamentals of
grey-box identification and puts the spotlight on
MoCaVa, a MATLAB-compatible software tool, for
facilitating the procedure of effective grey-box
identification. It demonstrates the application of
MoCaVa using two case studies drawn from the
paper and steel industries. In addition, the book
answers common questions which will help in
building accurate models for systems with unknown
inputs.
The three-volume set LNCS 9186, 9187, and 9188
constitutes the proceedings of the 4th International
Conference on Design, User Experience, and
Usability, DUXU 2015, held as part of the 17th
International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2015, in Los Angeles, CA, USA, in
August 2015, jointly with 13 other thematically similar
conferences. The total of 1462 papers and 246
posters presented at the HCII 2015 conferences
were carefully reviewed and selected from 4843
submissions. These papers address the latest
research and development efforts and highlight the
human aspects of design and use of computing
systems. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer
Interaction, addressing major advances in
knowledge and effective use of computers in a
variety of application areas. The total of 132
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contributions included in the DUXU proceedings
were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in
this three-volume set. The 64 papers included in this
volume are organized in topical sections on
designing the social media experience, designing the
learning experience, designing the playing
experience, designing the urban experience,
designing the driving experience, designing the
healthcare patient's experience, and designing for
the healthcare professional's experience.
The 8th International Conference on Physical
Modelling in Geotechnics (ICPMG2014) was
organised by the Centre for Offshore Foundation
Systems at the University of Western Australia under
the auspices of the Technical Committee 104 for
Physical Modelling in Geotechnics of the
International Society of Soil Mechanics and
Geotechnical Engineering. This quadrennial
conference is the traditional focal point for the
physical modelling community of academics,
scientists and engineers to present and exchange
the latest developments on a wide range of physical
modelling aspects associated with geotechnical
engineering. These proceedings, together with the
seven previous proceedings dating from 1988,
present an inestimable collection of the technical and
scientific developments and breakthroughs
established over the last 25 years. These
proceedings include 10 keynote lectures from
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scientific leaders within the physical modelling
community and 160 peer-reviewed papers from 26
countries. They are organised in 14 themes,
presenting the latest developments in physical
modelling technology, modelling techniques and
sensors, through a wide range of soil-structure
interaction problems, including shallow and deep
foundations, offshore geotechnics, dams and
embankments, excavations and retaining structures
and slope stability. Fundamental aspects of
earthquake engineering, geohazards, ground
reinforcements and improvements, and soil
properties and behaviour are also covered,
demonstrating the increasing complexity of
modelling arising from state-of-the-art technological
developments and increased understanding of
similitude principles. A special theme on education
presents the latest developments in the use of
physical modelling techniques for instructing
undergraduate and postgraduate students in
geotechnical engineering.
Uniquely outlines CFD theory in a manner relevant
to environmental applications. This book addresses
the basic topics in CFD modelling in a thematic
manner to provided the necessary theoretical
background, as well as providing global cases
studies showing how CFD models can be used in
practice demonstrating how good practice can be
achieved , with reference to both established and
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new applications. First book to apply CFD to the
environmental sciences Written at a level suitable for
non-mathematicians
Users Guide to Ecohydraulic Modelling and
Experimentation has been compiled by the
interdisciplinary team of expert ecologists,
geomorphologists, sedimentologists, hydraulicists
and engineers involved in HYDRALAB IV, the
European Integrated Infrastructure Initiative on
hydraulic experimentation which forms part of the
European Community‘s Seventh F
The Metastorm ProVision 6.2 User Guide is the
essential reference. Packed with tips and tricks that
go way beyond what you would expect, the book
explains how to ask the right questions as well as
how to use the program. All the new features are
described. Bill shares his expertise in many areas
including simulation, strategy and process
improvement.
"This book is the first attempt to synthesize
knowledge on theory, methods, and applications of
digital terrain analysis in the context of multiscale
problems of soil science and geology. The content of
the book is based on long-standing, interdisciplinary
research of the author. The book is addressed to
geomorphometrists, soil scientists, geologists,
geoscientists, geomorphologists, geographers, and
GIS scientists (at scholar, lecturer, and postgraduate
student levels, with mathematical skills). This book is
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also intended for the GIS professionals in industry
and research laboratories focusing on geoscientific
and soil research. The book is divided into three
parts. Part I represents main concepts, principles,
and methods of digital terrain modeling. Part II
discusses various aspects of the use of digital terrain
analysis in soil science. Part III looks at applications
of digital terrain modeling in geology"-One of the first books to provide a comprehensive description
of OPNET® IT Guru and Modeler software, The Practical
OPNET® User Guide for Computer Network Simulation
explains how to use this software for simulating and modeling
computer networks. The included laboratory projects help
readers learn different aspects of the software in a hands-on
way. Quickly Locate Instructions for Performing a Task The
book begins with a systematic introduction to the basic
features of OPNET, which are necessary for performing any
network simulation. The remainder of the text describes how
to work with various protocol layers using a top-down
approach. Every chapter explains the relevant OPNET
features and includes step-by-step instructions on how to use
the features during a network simulation. Gain a Better
Understanding of the "Whats" and "Whys" of the Simulations
Each laboratory project in the back of the book presents a
complete simulation and reflects the same progression of
topics found in the main text. The projects describe the
overall goals of the experiment, discuss the general network
topology, and give a high-level description of the system
configuration required to complete the simulation. Discover
the Complex Functionality Available in OPNET By providing
an in-depth look at the rich features of OPNET software, this
guide is an invaluable reference for IT professionals and
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researchers
whoDesign
need to create
simulation models. The book
also helps newcomers understand OPNET by organizing the
material in a logical manner that corresponds to the protocol
layers in a network.
An excellent source of reference on the current practice of
physical modelling in geotechnics and environmental
engineering. Volume One concentrates on physical modelling
facilities and experimental techniques, soil characterisation,
slopes, dams, liquefaction, ground improvement and
reinforcement, offshore foundations and anchors, and
pipelines. V
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
The summer school on VLSf GAD Tools and Applications
was held from July 21 through August 1, 1986 at Beatenberg
in the beautiful Bernese Oberland in Switzerland. The
meeting was given under the auspices of IFIP WG 10. 6
VLSI, and it was sponsored by the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Zurich, Switzerland. Eighty-one professionals
were invited to participate in the summer school, including 18
lecturers. The 81 participants came from the following
countries: Australia (1), Denmark (1), Federal Republic of
Germany (12), France (3), Italy (4), Norway (1), South Korea
(1), Sweden (5), United Kingdom (1), United States of
America (13), and Switzerland (39). Our goal in the planning
for the summer school was to introduce the audience into the
realities of CAD tools and their applications to VLSI design.
This book contains articles by all 18 invited speakers that
lectured at the summer school. The reader should realize that
it was not intended to publish a textbook. However, the
chapters in this book are more or less self-contained
treatments of the particular subjects. Chapters 1 and 2 give a
broad introduction to VLSI Design. Simulation tools and their
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foundations
treated in Chapters 3 to 5 and 17.
Chapters 6 to 9 provide an excellent treatment of modern
layout tools. The use of CAD tools and trends in the design of
32-bit microprocessors are the topics of Chapters 10 through
16. Important aspects in VLSI testing and testing strategies
are given in Chapters 18 and 19.
This book, written for the benefit of engineering students and
practicing engineers alike, is the culmination of the author's
four decades of experience related to the subject of electrical
measurements, comprising nearly 30 years of experimental
research and more than 15 years of teaching at several
engineering institutions. The unique feature of this book,
apart from covering the syllabi of various universities, is the
style of presentation of all important aspects and features of
electrical measurements, with neatly and clearly drawn
figures, diagrams and colour and b/w photos that illustrate
details of instruments among other things, making the text
easy to follow and comprehend. Enhancing the chapters are
interspersed explanatory comments and, where necessary,
footnotes to help better understanding of the chapter
contents. Also, each chapter begins with a "recall" to link the
subject matter with the related science or phenomenon and
fundamental background. The first few chapters of the book
comprise "Units, Dimensions and Standards"; "Electricity,
Magnetism and Electromagnetism" and "Network Analysis".
These topics form the basics of electrical measurements and
provide a better understanding of the main topics discussed
in later chapters. The last two chapters represent valuable
assets of the book, and relate to (a) "Magnetic
Measurements", describing many unique features not easily
available elsewhere, a good study of which is essential for the
design and development of most electric equipment – from
motors to transformers and alternators, and (b)
"Measurement of Non-electrical Quantities", dealing
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with Design
the measuring
techniques of a number of
variables that constitute an important requirement of
engineering measurement practices. The book is
supplemented by ten appendices covering various aspects
dealing with the art and science of electrical measurement
and of relevance to some of the topics in main chapters.
Other useful features of the book include an elaborate
chapter-by-chapter list of symbols, worked examples,
exercises and quiz questions at the end of each chapter, and
extensive authors' and subject index. This book will be of
interest to all students taking courses in electrical
measurements as a part of a B.Tech. in electrical
engineering. Professionals in the field of electrical
engineering will also find the book of use.
A Users Guide to Hydraulic Modelling and Experimentation
provides a systematic, comprehensive summary of the
progress made through HYDRALAB III . The book combines
the expertise of many of the leading hydraulic
experimentalists in Europe and identifies current best practice
for carrying out state-of-the-art, modern laboratory
investigations. In addition it gives an inventory and reviews
recent advances in instrumentation and equipment that drive
present and new developments in the subject. The Guide
concentrates on four core areas – waves, breakwaters,
sediments and the relatively-new (but rapidly-developing)
cross-disciplinary area of hydrodynamics/ecology. Progress
made through the ‘CoMIBBS’ component of HYDRALAB III
provides the material for a chapter focussed on guidance,
principles and practice for composite modelling. There is
detailed consideration of scaling and the degree of relevance
of laboratory/physical modelling approaches for specific
contexts included in each of the individual chapters. The
Guide includes outputs from the workshops and several of
the innovative transnational access projects that have been
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HYDRALAB
III, as well as the focussed joint
research activities SANDS and CoMIBBS. Its primary
purpose is to serve as a shared resource to disseminate the
outstanding advances achieved within HYDRALAB III but,
even more than this, it is a tribute to the human and
institutional collaborations that led to and sustained the
research advances, the human relationships that were
strengthened and initiated through joint participation in the
Programme, and the training opportunities that participation
provided to the many young researchers engaged in the
projects.
In order to facilitate detailed solar system simulations and to
make such simulations readily available to solar engineers in
their daily practice of system dimensioning and performance
calculations, user friendly software for personal computers
has been developed as a system specific simulation program
for a frequently installed group of water based solar system
types. The program package has been developed as part of
the OPSYS R&D-program of the Commission of the
European Communities and has been named EURSOL. The
set of system configurations considered includes different
types of thermal solar systems for space heating and hot
water production. The simulations are based on validated
physical system models. The program offers complete
freedom with regard to all parameters describing the systems
and includes on-line help, economic evaluations and
graphical output. This book describes the system considered
in EURSOL, the mathematical algorithm, the physical model
of each component used, the processing of solar radiation
data and the economic evaluation criteria. Although the book
is mainly a manual for the use of the simulation program, it is
also a guide for the development of simplified simulation
models for solar systems.
Engineering careers. Engineering disciplines. Engineering
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problem solving.
Engineering
problem-solving tools.
Technical communications.
This book demystifies the models we use to simulate present
and future climates, allowing readers to better understand
how to use climate model results. In order to predict the future
trajectory of the Earth’s climate, climate-system simulation
models are necessary. When and how do we trust climate
model predictions? The book offers a framework for
answering this question. It provides readers with a basic
primer on climate and climate change, and offers nontechnical explanations for how climate models are
constructed, why they are uncertain, and what level of
confidence we should place in them. It presents current
results and the key uncertainties concerning them.
Uncertainty is not a weakness but understanding uncertainty
is a strength and a key part of using any model, including
climate models. Case studies of how climate model output
has been used and how it might be used in the future are
provided. The ultimate goal of this book is to promote a better
understanding of the structure and uncertainties of climate
models among users, including scientists, engineers and
policymakers.
In the 60's, control, signals and systems had a common linear
algebraic background and, according to their evolution, their
respective backgrounds have now dramatically differed.
Recovering such a common background, especially in the
nonlinear context, is currently a fully open question. The role
played by physical models, finite or infinite dimensional, in
this hypothetical convergence is extensively discussed in this
book. The discussion does not only take place on a
theoretical basis but also in the light of two wide classes of
applications, among the most active in the current industrially
oriented researches: - Electrical and Mechatronical systems; Chemical Processes and systems appearing in Life Sciences.
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In this perspective,
this book
is a contribution to the
enhancement of the dialogue between theoretical laboratories
and more practically oriented ones and industries. This book
is a collection of articles that have been presented by leading
international experts at a series of three workshops of a
Bernoulli program entitled “Advances in the Theory of
Control, Signals and Systems, with Physical Modeling”
hosted by the Bernoulli Centre of EPFL during the first
semester of 2009. It provides researchers, engineers and
graduate students with an unprecedented collection of topics
and internationally acknowledged top-quality works and
surveys.

The 1982 statistics on the use of family planning and
infertility services presented in this report are
preliminary results from Cycle III of the National
Survey of Family Growth (NSFG), conducted by the
National Center for Health Statistics. Data were
collected through personal interviews with a
multistage area probability sample of 7969 women
aged 15-44. A detailed series of questions was
asked to obtain relatively complete estimates of the
extent and type of family planning services received.
Statistics on family planning services are limited to
women who were able to conceive 3 years before
the interview date. Overall, 79% of currently mrried
nonsterile women reported using some type of family
planning service during the previous 3 years. There
were no statistically significant differences between
white (79%), black (75%) or Hispanic (77%) wives,
or between the 2 income groups. The 1982 survey
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questions were more comprehensive than those of
earlier cycles of the survey. The annual rate of visits
for family planning services in 1982 was 1077 visits
/1000 women. Teenagers had the highest annual
visit rate (1581/1000) of any age group for all
sources of family planning services combined. Visit
rates declined sharply with age from 1447 at ages
15-24 to 479 at ages 35-44. Similar declines with
age also were found in the visit rates for white and
black women separately. Nevertheless, the annual
visit rate for black women (1334/1000) was
significantly higher than that for white women (1033).
The highest overall visit rate was for black women
15-19 years of age (1867/1000). Nearly 2/3 of all
family planning visits were to private medical
sources. Teenagers of all races had higher family
planning service visit rates to clinics than to private
medical sources, as did black women age 15-24.
White women age 20 and older had higher visit rates
to private medical services than to clinics. Never
married women had higher visit rates to clinics than
currently or formerly married women. Data were also
collected in 1982 on use of medical services for
infertility by women who had difficulty in conceiving
or carrying a pregnancy to term. About 1 million ever
married women had 1 or more infertility visits in the
12 months before the interview. During the 3 years
before interview, about 1.9 million women had
infertility visits. For all ever married women, as well
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as for white and black women separately, infertility
services were more likely to be secured from private
medical sources than from clinics. The survey
design, reliability of the estimates and the terms
used are explained in the technical notes.
This is the proceedings of the "8th IMACS Seminar
on Monte Carlo Methods" held from August 29 to
September 2, 2011 in Borovets, Bulgaria, and
organized by the Institute of Information and
Communication Technologies of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences in cooperation with the
International Association for Mathematics and
Computers in Simulation (IMACS). Included are 24
papers which cover all topics presented in the
sessions of the seminar: stochastic computation and
complexity of high dimensional problems, sensitivity
analysis, high-performance computations for Monte
Carlo applications, stochastic metaheuristics for
optimization problems, sequential Monte Carlo
methods for large-scale problems, semiconductor
devices and nanostructures.
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